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From: Dana Dean
To: Chuck Semborski;  GuyDavis@PacifiCorp.com;  Pete Hess
Date: 12/30/2005 4:14:44 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re: 3rd Qtr. Submittal

 Pete and others of concern, 

In his original e-mail to Pam, Dennis Oakley informed us that 

"because of employee's vacation time at the end of this year, I was unable to
retrieve the necessary date to complete this submittal. I will complete
this submittal at the beginning of 2006. If you have any concerns,
please contact me at your convenience. I will be away from the office
from 12/22 through 1/3/2006."

I did not hear from Pam that it was a problem, and I think that as long as they are prompt in getting it in 
next week, we are fine.  They have been quite good about getting their data in and complete for quite a 
few quarters now.  Thanks, Pete, and the other inspectors for staying on top of these things and 
supporting me in making sure all data gets in on time and complete.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,

Dana Dean, P.E.
Senior Reclamation Hydrologist
Utah Division of Oil, Gas, and Mining
(801) 538-5320
danadean@utah.gov

>>> Pete Hess 12/23/2005 8:16 AM >>>
Gentlemen;
Based on the attached E-mail, it looks like the third quarter 2005 water monitoring information for all of 
the EW Mines is missing information.  I realize a lot of people are off at this time of year, including Dennis 
O., who is off until at least January 3, 2006.  If some one can follow up on the missing information ASAP, 
after the New Year, the Division would greatly appreciate it.  Thank you.

Guy, 
As you will note there are 2 issues with the Cottonwood / Wilberg monitoring information.  These are a 
missing quarterly sample for WCWR1, and missing parameters for CCC1 (water temp, pH, and 
conductivity for the September sample).  Thanks, again.

CC: Karl Houskeeper;  Pam Grubaugh-Littig;  Steve Demczak;  Wayne Hedberg
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